Real Talk on Tough Topics
We’re excited to be partnering with Google / YouTube to bring you PROJECT ROCKIT TV - creating conversations around the kind of stuff we don’t
often get to talk about at school.
PROJECT ROCKIT presenters are highly experienced facilitators, digital natives and have a genuine understanding of young people because, well,
they are young people! Each episode comes complete with discussion questions to help frame classroom conversation or even chats between mates.
Subscribe to our YouTube channel for new releases.
1.

WATCH

2.

DISCUSS

You'll need to actually open the videos in YouTube to access discussion questions, which are presented in the description section
below each video. Click 'show more' and a longer description will unfold, containing three discussion questions in relation to the
video you've just watched. It looks just like this:

3.

SUBSCRIBE

We're releasing a total of 12 episodes throughout 2017, with Season 2 premiering in 2018. If you're subscribed to the
PROJECT ROCKIT YouTube channel you'll be the first to hear about new eps!

We recommend breaking out into small groups so that everyone can be heard. Be sure to stress that there are no right or wrong answers - the
questions have been specifically designed with that in mind. It may also be helpful to point out that this isn't the space to unpack personal
experiences with these issues, but that teachers can point students in the direction of follow up support should they need it.

PROJECT ROCKIT TV is proudly powered by our friends at Google and YouTube.

Episode 1

Episode 2

We jump straight into the thick of it - how can we
shut down the gross, nasty or straight up hateful
stuff that happens online.

Presenters Archie, Lucy and Caitlin explore belonging,
how social media can seem super exclusive and how
we can take control when we feel left out.

Episode 4

Episode 4 levels up into the world of online
gaming, examining the idea of ‘rage.’ Specifically,
how do we manage our frustration while playing,
both in ourselves and when we’re on the receiving
end?
Episode

7

"How are you?" Good... We challenge the interaction
so many of us have. The reality is, sometimes it's hard
to open up when things aren't 'good,' but sometimes
we've got to let people support us in order for things
to get better.

Episode 5

In Episode 5 of PROJECT ROCKIT TV, we explore the
pressures of social media - perfection, likes and online
popularity.

Episode

8

The second in our two-part take on NUDES. This time
Caitlin and Archie look at how to support someone
whose private photo gets leaked.

Episode 3

Presenters Ro and Cass suss each other out online and
share their hot tips for keeping control of your online
reputation.

Episode 6

In Episode 6 we get nude. Well sort of. The reality is,
it's not cool to pressure somebody to send private
photos if they don't want to, and in some situations it's
actually illegal. But what can you do if it's happens to
you?

Episode 9

Episode 9 is the second in our two-part take on
SUPPORT. Last time we looked at opening up when
you need support, this time Ash and Ro explore how to
support those who need us.



Episode 10

Episode 11

Gender

Going Viral

We take a look at gender and related stereotypes.
For some of us, gender roles are really comfortable,
But for others they can really hold us back from being
Ourselves. Either way, it’s a great idea to talk about
Gender stereotypes - this episode and discussion
Should get you started.

To cap off Series 1 of PRTV, we look at spreading GOOD
online, exploring “how do I turn my idea into a movement?’
Rosie and Lucy share how they started PROJECT ROCKIT
back in 2006 as two sisters who had just finished school.
Now P-ROCK has reached hundreds of thousands of
Students and grown into Australia’s youth-driven movement
Against bullying, hate and prejudice. So, let’s discuss!

For more info check out PRTV or contact us at info@projectrockit.com.au

